LANDSCAPE STRATEGIES

TYPES OF FENCES
Fences can be integrated into the park to delineate various spaces, separate dog areas from the open meadow, provide safety, etc.

[PLACE THE # OF YOUR PREFERRED FENCE(S) IN THE DESIRED LOCATION ON THE MAP]

1. Traditional pick and chain metal fence
2. Metal or wooden pole fence, varied heights, artistic/abstract elements
3. Rigged metal fence, provides secure spaces for seating and planting
4. Natural wood and wire fence, hidden by vegetation

NO. OF THESE PREVIOUS OPTIONS EXPRESS DOGGIE’S PREFERENCE — IS A FENCE NEEDED?
(NOT FENCE, PLEASE)

TYPES OF LANDFORMS
Landforms can help delineate functional areas from one another, provide additional soil depth for plantings, and help direct circulation and access.

[PLACE THE # OF YOUR PREFERRED LANDFORM(S) IN THE DESIRED LOCATION ON THE MAP]

1. Grass berm, combined with seating wall
2. Landforms and berm that encourage universal play
3. Toned open空间 for passive recreation
4. Grass berm to delineate various spaces

NO. OF THESE PREVIOUS OPTIONS EXPRESS DOGGIE’S PREFERENCES — IS THERE A LANDSCAPE WE NEED TO MAKE OUR LAND? (LESS THAN TIME)

TYPES OF PLANTERS WITH INTEGRATED SEATING
Planters with seating are a great addition to define spaces, provide areas for park visitors to relax and socialize, and natural native habitat.

[PLACE THE # OF YOUR PREFERRED PLANTER(S) IN THE DESIRED LOCATION ON THE MAP]

1. Natural materials inform site, integrate into landscape
2. Planter with solid wall, integrated seating conditions such as planting areas vs. open meadow
3. Natural materials inform site, integrate into landscape
4. Central concrete planter with integrated wood seating

NO. OF THESE PREVIOUS OPTIONS EXPRESS DOGGIE’S PREFERENCE — CAN WE ADD MORE LIFE TO OUR LAND? (LESS THAN SPACE)

Additional services will draw people from the north to eat from the North Beach area, Fishtown arts, and a comic store.